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INTRODUCTION
The use of pulsed Iasers to produce uhrasonie waves in materials has proven to be
attractive in many applications. However, one ofthe limitations oflaser uhrasonies is the
weak signal strength produced by thermoelastic sources. One way to improve signal
strength is to use Iaser intensities that are high enough to ablate the material surface. While
ablation Ieads to surface darnage in solids, it is generally not a problern in liquids.
Consequently ablation is a viable means of enhancing signal strength for Iaser uhrasonies
applications such as high temperature materials processing involving mohen metals.
Experiments carried out at the Idaho National Engineering Labaratory (INEL) on liquid
mercury, using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1a, indicate that the signal strength can
be increased two orders ofmagnitude through ablation [1]. Mercury is a nearly ideal
material with which to study ablation in mohen metals because it is liquid at room
temperature and its properties are well known. The resuhs of the experiments carried out at
the INEL are shown in Fig. 1b. For Iaser intensities below about 6 MW/cm2 the uhrasonie
signal resuhs from thermoelastic sources (rapid thermal expansion) while at intensities above
about 20 MW/cm2 ablation is the dominant mechanism A transition between rapid thermal
expansion and ablation occurs between 6 MW/cm2 and 20 MW/cm2
During ablation, vapor molecules are ejected from the liquid surface. The recoil
momentum ofthese ejected molecules results in a pressure on the surface which causes an
acoustic wave to propagate through the liquid. This paper describes a mathematical model
for predicting the pressure distribution caused by ablation.
Laser ablation has been studied by several researchers. Interest has generally focused
on understanding the gas dynamics of ablation and on the use oflaser ablation in drilling
processes. Papers most pertinent to the current work, and which contain additional
references, are those of Anisimov [2], Anisimov and Rakhrnatulina [3], Knight [4, 5], and
Zweig [6]. Each ofthese works is based on a one-dimensional steady state model in which
the vapor phase is treated as an ideal gas, an approach that is adopted in the present work.
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Figure 1. a). Experimental setup for measuring uhrasonie amplitude. b). Experimental
results.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
General
A portion, Ilhcnn• ofthe absorbed power density, I.b., is required to raise the liquid to the
saturation temperature and the remainder, Ievap, causes vaporization. Thus,

I abs =Itherm +Ievap ·

(1)

The outputpower density ofthe Iaser is given by

I Iaser

=

Jabs

1 - R

+

I

lass

(2)

where R is the surface reflectance ofthe liquid and 11oss is the power density lost between the
Iaser source and the surface of the liquid. These Iosses occur, for example, because of
scattering as the Iaser light passes through the glass and, as vaporization is occurring, as it
passes through the vapor.
Figure 2a shows the flow regions included in the model and Fig. 2b the corresponding
x-t diagram. Rapiddeposition oflaser energy onto the liquid surface raises the surface
temperature to the saturation temperature, T., at which point vaporization begins. At the
Iaser intensities of interest, the evaporation rate is large and the vapor near the surface is not
in translational equilibrium because ofthe random motion ofthe molecules However,
translational equilibrium is attained within a few atornic mean free paths of the surface and
the usual equations of gas dynarnics apply. The region where translational equilibrium does
not exist, referred to as a Knudsen layer, moves with the liquid surface and is very thin.
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Figure 2. a). Flow regions for subsonic model. b). x-t diagram for subsonic model.

From the point ofview of gas dynarnics it is treated as a discontinuity surface across which
jumps in absolute temperature, T, and density, p, are calculated as [5],
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where the subscript s refers to the saturation plane, K refers to the Knudsen layer exit plane,
and v refers to the fluid in the vapor phase. y is the ratio ofspecific heats (assumed constant
for a given phase), erjc is the complementary error function, and

(5)

In Eq. (5), M = u I a is the Mach number. u is the fluid velocity and a is the local sound
speed.
The pressure on the liquid surface is found by considering a control volume that
straddles the liquid surface and the Knudsen layer, and moves with the liquid surface.
Conservation of momentum then gives
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(6)
where p is the absolute pressure, the subscript ~ refers to the fluid in the liquid phase, and
the momentum ofthe liquid relative to the control volume has been ignored since, typically,

PKip, <<I.
The sudden deposition of energy causes a shock wave to propagate away from the
surface. A contact discontinuity separates the compressed air behind the shock wave from
the expanding vapor. Across the contact discontinuity, the normal component ofvelocity is
continuous, as is the pressure. The velocity ofthe air behind the shock front is given by a
Rankine-Hugoniot relation (see, for example, [7]). When the continuity conditions across
the contact discontinuity are used, the resulting expression divided by the local sound speed
in the vapor, av =
V mv Tv where m is the gas constant, and the ideal gas law used, the
following expression results, after some rearrangement, for the Mach number in the vapor

Jy

(7)

where the subscript 0 refers to the ambient air ahead of the shock and

R

TK

T

=-

T

(8)

V

An energy balance applied to the control volume yields an equation that can be solved
for PK, the density at the Knudsen layer exit plane, in terms oflevap. Equation (4) is then
used to obtain Ps in terms oflevap and the result substituted into the ideal gas law for the
saturated vapor. This Ieads to an equation relating the saturation pressure to Ievap·

(9)

where HLv is defined as

(10)

Hv and HL are the specific enthalpies for the saturated vapor and saturated liquid,
respectively, obtained from published saturation data for mercury [8].
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Another expression for the saturation pressure is obtained by assuming that the
relationship between the saturation pressure and the saturation temperature ofthe fluid can
be adequately described by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation,

Ps = P*exp(-T*!T.)

(11)

where p• and T* are constants. Following Zweig [6], the values ofthese constants were
found by fitting published saturation data for mercury [8] with Eq. (11). With values ofP* =
5.846x 104 atm, and T* = 6914.96 °K, Eq. (11) predicts the Saturationpressure values in [8]
to within 1.2%
Subsonic Flow
For Iaser intensities low enough that MK < 1, the state in the vapor region is uniform.
Therefore

(12)
With a given value oflevap and prescribed ambient conditions, the equations (3), (4), (7),
(9), and (11) then contain 5 unknown quantities: p" T" MK, rP, and rT. Once these equations
are solved, PK can be obtained from

(13)

and the interface pressure obtained from Eq. (6).
Supersonic Flow
As Ievap increases, the flow velocity at the exit plane of the Knudsen layer increases to
Mach 1. Further increases in Ievap result in thermal choking ofthe flow. Thus the flow
leaving the Knudsen layer can never exceed sonic velocity (see, for example, [9])
Downstream ofthe Knudsen layer, however, the streamlines diverge enabling the flow to
aceeierate to supersonic velocities. This acceleration takes place through a centered Qrarefaction fan [10]. The flow regions for this situation are shown in Fig 3a and Fig. 3b
shows the corresponding x-t diagram. Since the state ofthe fluid changes across the fan,
Eqs. (12) are no Ionger valid. However, in a Q-rarefaction fan the Riemann invariant
P = u + 2 a I ( y v - 1) is constant and the flow is isentropic. P is evaluated at the exit of
the rarefaction fan and equated to the value obtained at the Knudsen layer exit plane where
uK = aK . Thus, across the fan,

IRr=

2
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I

(14)
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Equations (14), together with the condition that MK = 1, provide the additional equations
needed when Iovap is above the value required to produce sonic flow at the Knudsen layer
exit plane.
Figure 4 shows the acoustic pressure, p, - p0, at the liquid surface as a function oflevap·
Quasi-I wo-Dimensional Fonnulation
For an illurninated spot ofradius f 0 and areaAspot the average acoustic pressure is
< Pacousttc> --

A21t

spot

f • IP()r - Po] rdr
r

(15)
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Figure 3. a). Flow regions for supersonic model. b). x-t diagram for supersonic model.
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where p(r) is the absolute pressure at the liquid surface. A quasi-two-dimensional
formulation is obtained by replacing p(r) in Eq. (15) with p1 obtained from Eq. (6).
The radial dependence ofthe pressure follows indirectly from the fact that p1 = p1[Ievap(r)]. It
is assumed that the linear acoustic equations hold in the liquid so that the signal strength is
proportional to <pacoush?>·
In Eq. (1), I111erm"' p1 Ö c (T.- T0) I tP where ö is the optical penetration depth in the
liquid, c is the specific heat ofthe liquid, and tP is the Iaser pulse duration. T, is taken tobe
the vaporization temperature at a pressure of one atmosphere.
Results are calculated for a Iaser intensity that is uniform over the illurninated spot, and
for a Gaussian radial distribution. Figure 5 shows these results, with lzoss in Eq. (2) chosen
as zero, along with the experimental results for mercury Note that on a log-log plot, the
proportionality constant relating signal strength to <p> simply shifts the theoretical curves
vertically. Since the value ofthe proportionality constant depends on, among other things,
the details ofthe detector and its associated electronics, it is considered tobe a free
parameter and its value chosen such that the theoretical curves match the experimental data
at high Iaser intensities. The theory predicts a linear relationship between Iaser intensity and
signal strength at high Iaser intensities, in agreement with the experimental results.
However, the theory predicts that the onset of ablation occurs at a lower Iaser intensity than
shown in the experiments. This may be due to Iosses in Iaser intensity prior to the Iaser light
reaching the surface ofthe mercury, and due to the calculation of~erm in which the
vaporization temperature at a saturation pressure of one atmosphere is used. In fact, the
saturation temperature increases with increasing Iaser intensity. When the theoretical curves
are translated along the upper dashed line afFig. 5 until the intensity at which ablation
begins agrees with that observed in the experimental results, as shown in Fig 6, the
agreement between theory and experiment is very good.
CONCLUSIONS
A one-dimensional, steady state model oflaser ablation has been developed to predict
the pressure at the liquid surface. This has been used in a quasi-two-dimensional model to
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give average pressure vs. Iaser intensity. Results predicted by the model for mercury are in
general agreement with the results of experiments conducted at the INEL. At high Iaser
intensities, the model predicts a linear relationship between pressure and intensity, in
agreement with the experiments; in the region oftransition from thermal expansion to
ablation, the curve shape predicted by the model is in qualitative agreement with
experimental results. The model predicts that the onset of ablation occurs at lower Iaser
intensities than observed in the experiments, suggesting that Iosses are present that are not
accounted for in the model.
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